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Previously in science fiction:
!

Most worlds looked like extreme
forms of Earth: desert, arctic, etc.,
because Earth had to stand in for
another planet.
!

It is always 1g (gravity works the
same as on earth).
!

The atmosphere is oxygen, and
often the aliens look like people in
costumes.

But our solar system is much crazier
than anything seen in movies

Exotic volcanoes

Hydrocarbon lakes
Sulfuric acid
clouds
Barren, cratered landscapes
Frozen ocean
worlds
Life!

Gas giants

Why does it look the way it does?

Desolate deserts

Previously in science fiction:
!

Most worlds looked like extreme
forms of Earth: desert, arctic, etc.,
because Earth had to stand in for
another planet.
!

It is always 1g (gravity works the
same as on earth).
!

The atmosphere is oxygen, and
often the aliens look like people in
costumes.

But now we’ve got Avatar, a whole
world, including aliens, created in a
computer. Imagination is the only
limit.*

*Ok, the real limits are
story, money, and
believability.

Aliens still look human (so that we’ll care about them), but they have
come a long way from a guy in a suit. Now they can be 10 feet tall,
blue, and cat-like!

Pandora is the moon of a (fictional) gas giant planet
called Polyphemus, named after a mythological
Cyclops. This is because it has a great storm that looks
like an eye (like Jupiter’s Great Red Spot).

Avatar

Jupiter and Io.
Composite infrared
picture taken by
New Horizons
spacecraft en route
to Pluto.

Good science! The outer solar system is dominated by gas
giants, and almost all of the planets we have detected around
other stars (about 500) are gas giants. Most of those are close
to their parent star.
Terrestrial planets	

Small, high density, rocky

Jovian planets	

Large, low density, gaseous

Almost all of the 500 or so planets
we’ve discovered around other stars
are massive gas giants.
!
That’s because we usually detect them
by either noticing the wobble of the
parent star induced by the gravity of
the planet, or by seeing the light of the
star dim as the planet passes in front.
Both techniques are most sensitive to
large, massive planets.

But sometimes
we can see the
planet! This is
the first one,
from 2004,
seen in the
infrared. It is
1.5 times the
radius of
Jupiter.

Transit method

Wobble method

We’ve even detected other solar systems!
We’re starting to be able to measure the atmospheres
of other planets!

Artist’s
conception of a
recently
discovered
planetary system
around another
star, 55 Cancri. It
has at least 5
planets!

The atmospheres
of planets and
moons aren’t
random! They
depend on the
mass of the planet.
!

All the gas giants
are made mainly
of Hydrogen and
Helium (just like
stars). These are
the most common
elements in the
universe. This
isn’t surprising
since they formed
out of the same
cloud of gas as the
sun.

But the rocky
planets are made
mostly of other
stuff. Why?
They initially had H
and He, but those
gasses are very
light. So unless the
gravity is very high,
they escape!
!
Smaller planets only
have relatively
heavy gasses in their
atmospheres, and
the smallest planets
and all moons but
one have no
atmosphere at all.

!
It also depends on the distance to the star, because at
high temperature it is easier for gasses to escape.

Seven of the moons in our solar system are almost as
big as terrestrial planets (at least Mercury). But only
Titan (the second largest) has an atmosphere.

Humans need equipment to breathe
on Pandora (rare in science fiction).

But you can tell there is oxygen
in the atomsphere because
they just use simple equipment
-- they don’t use huge tanks.
!

Supposedly the atmosphere
has nitrogen, oxygen, carbon
dioxide, xenon, methane, and
hydrogen sulfide.
!

Hydrogen sulfide is poisonous,
and we can’t take too much
carbon dioxide.
Good science! Nitrogen,
carbon, sulfur and oxygen are
some of the most abundant
elements in the universe. And
they are heavy enough to
survive on a moon.
!

Venus has sulfur dioxide
clouds. What about methane?

We’re starting to be able to measure the atmospheres
of other planets!
Artist’s conception of
HD 189733b.
Methane has been
detected in the
atmosphere!
!

This is done by
comparing the
spectrum of light
when the planet
passes in front of the
star to the spectrum
when the planet is
behind the star.

Pandora is a moon in the
Alpha Centauri system.
!
Alpha Centauri is the
brightest “star” in the
constellation Centaurus,
the centaur.
!
It is really a binary (or
triple) star system, but
appears as one star to the
naked eye.
!
It is the third brightest
“star” in the sky, and the
closest star system to the
earth at 4.37 light years.
Good science: setting is the
closest star to us, one of the
first we might travel to.

They say it takes 6.75
years to get to Pandora
from Earth at 70% the
speed of light. This
includes a half year
acceleration at 1.5g up to
0.7c and a half year
deceleration.
Almost plausible!
Relativity tells us that you
can’t go faster than the
speed of light. As you try to
your mass increases to
infinity and it gets harder
and harder.

Humans are in cryosleep
for the trip

From space you can see Alpha Cen is a binary.
A shot from the Cassini probe over the ring of Saturn!

1.1 Msun

0.9 Msun

Since these stars are similar in mass to the
Sun, they are similar in temperature, so they
put out the same kind of light. (A is a little
hotter, bluer; B is a little cooler, redder).

The alpha Cen system
contains 3 stars, but it
is really a binary
(Alpha Cen A and B),
with Proxima Centauri
in a much farther orbit.
!
Pandora is supposed to
be the moon of a planet
around Alpha Cen A.
!
More massive stars live
and die quickly, before
life could evolve, but
these are similar to the
sun and last for billions
of years.

Cooler, redder
stars peak in the
infrared. So
creatures around
cool stars would
have infrared eyes.

Stars like the sun have their peak
output in the visible part of the
spectrum. Our eyes evolved to
see light at the wavelengths
where the sun is putting most of
it out.

Hotter, bluer stars
peak in the
ultraviolet. Alpha
Cen A is a tiny bit
hotter and bluer
than the Sun.

The atmosphere can also block certain wavelengths.
!
On Pandora, with a different atmosphere, it might be slightly
different, but with oxygen and water vapor, it would be similar.

But colors are just a
construct of our brain!
!

In the real world light is just
longer or shorter
wavelengths.
!

Our brains assign colors to
things (using input from our
cones) so that we can more
easily separate blood, sky,
grass, etc.
!

Other creatures would surely
not see colors the same way.
Some bats can sense velocity. Do their brains assign “colors” to
things moving away or towards them?

From Earth:
!

Mantis Shrimp (stomatopods -not really a shrimp).
!

Have 16 types of photoreceptors
(compared to our 4)!
!

Can see in the ultraviolet,
infrared, and can even see
polarized light!
!

Each eye has trinocular vision
(each eyes is split into thirds
and has depth perception).

Dandelion
Visual

Evening primrose

Silverweed

UV

Bees can see farther in the
ultraviolet than us (the lenses on
our eyes block UV, but bees don’t
have lenses). Bees see patterns
in flowers that we can’t see!
!
Can the Na’vi see farther into the
UV? Would have been nice to see
a scene where characters see one
thing as Avatars, and something
else when they go out as humans.

From Earth:
!

Pit Vipers have sensory organs,
“pits,” that allow them to see in
the thermal infrared, allowing
them to hunt better at night.

Secondary Eye: sees infrared
light for night vision

Primary Eye:
sees visual light

A banshee (flying creature) from Avatar

Two paths for vision in the human eye

Cones: Allow you to see color (there are three types, sensitive to
red, green, and blue light).
!

Rods: Only black and white, but allow you to see in low light.
!

Try putting on an eyepatch for 30 minutes, then go outside and take
it off!

Two paths for vision in the human brain
Some people have a condition called
“blindsight.” They can’t see or make
images in the brain (at least not that they
are conscious of). But they can catch a
ball!
!

They have damage to the primary visual
cortex (red areas), but other (probably
more primitive) pathways still transmit
information from you eyes to other parts
of your brain.
!

This allows you to “act fast” without
having to consciously process the info
first.
!

So animals on Pandora having separate
visual channels is not so outlandish.

α Cen A and B are in elliptical orbits around a common center of mass.
The total orbital period is 80 Earth years.
ử Cen A

B
36 AU
(Sun-Pluto distance)

ử Cen B

A

B: Few hundred times
brighter than our full
moon (but our eyes are
logarithmic, so it would
seem only a few times
brighter).
From a planet around α Cen A.

B
11 AU (SunSaturn distance)

A

B: Few thousand times
brighter than our full
moon; our Sun is half
a million times as
bright as our full
moon

Polyphemus:
P = 1yr?

Pandora:
P = 1 month?

Orbits not to scale!

Polyphemus

ử Cen A:
P = 80 yr
ử Cen A

P

Day: Time for Pandora to
rotate on its axis: 1 Earth
day?

!

“Month”: time for Pandora
to orbit Polyphemus: 1 Earth
month?

!
ử Cen B

Year: Time for Polyphemus
to orbit α Cen A:
1 Earth year?

!

Super-year: Time for α Cen
A to orbit its center of mass
with α Cen B: 80 Earth
years.

Strange effects:
Polyphemus is large in the sky on
Pandora. Pandora could be in the
shadow of Polyphemus for days.

!

For half the year, α Cen A and α
Cen B are in the same direction on
the sky, so you see two suns in the
daytime. For the other half of the
year they are 180 degrees apart,
so you only see α Cen B at night.
The night is never fully dark.

!

For half the month, Polyphemus
would be up at night, but it is huge,
so it would really light up the night
sky.

Earth: bioluminescent squid

Earth: bioluminescent fungus Panellus
stipticus
On Earth, when light is scarce (like
deep under the sea), some
creatures make their own light
with a chemical process -bioluminescence.

Many plants and animals in Avatar have Bioluminescence.
Maybe this is why the
Na’vi are blue -- better
camoflage in this blue
world, which has
periodic long nights,
but ones that
sometimes never get
totally dark.

The Floating Mountains

Huangshan mountains, eastern China

Southern Sky Column in Zhangjiajie
National Forest in China
Now renamed “Avatar Hallelujah
Mountain!”

Real world: a “high temperature”
superconductor floating above a
magnet (still -300 deg. F).
The floating mountains are made
of unobtainium. The massive
magnetic field of the planet makes
them levitate.
Cameron said he had someone
calculate how strong the magnetic
field would have to be to levitate a
mountain and it would rip the iron
out of the hemoglobin in your blood!
But he thought it looked cool, so he
went with it anyway.

Superconductivity: an electrical
resistance goes to exactly zero in
certain materials at temperatures below
a critical threshhold.
!
The Meissner effect: Any magnetic
field is expelled in the superconducting
state, so superconductors can levitate
above magnets.
Avatar: a piece of
unobtainium floating above a
magnet at room temperature.

Real-world uses for superconductors
!
MRI: Magnetic Resonance
Imaging. Uses a powerful
magnetic field to line up
the atoms in your body,
when then relax, giving off
photons, allowing us to see
tissues.
Maglev Trains: Not all use superconductors, but this
experimental one in Japan does. It is the fastest in
the world at 360 mph!
Particle
accelerators:
The Large
Hadron Collider
uses 5000
superconducting
magnets to
smash subatomic
particles
together looking
for the Higgs
Boson and Dark
Matter.

Technology

On Earth, Hominids have had technology like
spears for about half a million years, but
only 7000 years after the development of
writing, we had left the planet.

years ago...
200,000

150,000

first
modern
humans

tribal living

100,000

First 200,000 years:
storage: your brain + oral tradition
constant relearning
2000 B.C.

4000 B.C.

50,000

Today

Agricultural
revolution

0

1000 A.D.

Writing:
Internet:
With the development of writing about 7000
Now we have
years ago, you could have access to thousands
instant acess to
of brains worth of information, and accumulate
billions of brains’
knowledge. Fast rise of cities, scholarly class, worth of information
and technology.
Avatar:
Na’vi have a neural network linking all
creatures through the Tree of Souls.

!
So they ought to be very technologically
advanced.

But maybe they don’t want to be technologically advanced. In
Avatar, the networked world has achieved sentience (Eywa).
This must regulate how knowledge is shared and transmitted.
!

This is similar to the Gaia hypothesis that the Earth is like one
large living organism.

Cameron said they tried to go crazier, less Earth-like in development -- like
purple skies, crazy plants, but it just seemed fake. And if they characters
weren’t humanoid you wouldn’t care about them. In science fiction, the
fiction comes first and you add the science where you can.
!

And blue plants didn’t work
(during the day) because you show
depth by making things dimmer
and bluer in the distance (haze).
Blue plants screwed that up.

But he also said, “There is a reason they look like humans, but it hasn’t
been revealed yet!”
Could it be panspermia -- the theory that some ancient race seeded the
galaxy with life?

One more criticsm: Everything looks too Earth-like: green trees, humanoids,
space horses, pterodactyls, etc.
Evolution is a
series of trillions of
random events,
shaped by climate,
other beings,
random asteroid
collisions, etc. The
chances that it
would happen the
so similarly on two
different planets
are nil.

!

There are cases of convergent evolution on Earth -- where similar creatures have evolved to fill
similar niches on different continents. But that isn’t nearly as hard, because much of the
machinery is there from common ancestors.

!

Certain things may happen many places, like the development of eyes, legs, arms, etc. This has
happened many times in many different ways on Earth.

Conclusion
Avatar is certainly science
fiction, but it is based largely
on real-world science. From
the interconnected
ecosystem to the choice of
star system to the floating
mountains, a great deal of
attention was paid to getting
the science right.

Cameron said that he wanted to make a film that “makes science
aspirational.” In that he certainly has succeeded!

And the film may well inspire a new generation of astronomers in the same
way I was inspired to go into astronomy because of Star Wars. Maybe one of
them will find a real Pandora!

Finding out more...
Original article:
http://www.aintitcool.com/node/43440
!

Chat with James Cameron:
http://www.aintitcool.com/node/43923

And for more about astronomy (not Avatar),
you can also see me on the program “Inside
the Milky Way” on the National Geographic
channel October 24 at 9 pm Eastern.

